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MORTGAGE APPROVALS AT YEAR AND A HALF LOW OF ENGLAND HEADLINES THE WEEK

It may be more than two months since the UK decided to leave the European Union, but every piece of economic news appears to have a Brexit slant to it
nowadays. This week we learned that mortgage approvals fell to their lowest level for 18 months, as sentiment worsens over the state of the UK housing
market. Despite the chronic undersupply of UK housing, prices are expected to fall further this year and approvals are unlikely to pick up any time soon.
Meanwhile, ahead of yet another crucial US jobs report later today, the US presidential race appears to have tightened. Democratic nominee Hillary
Clinton’s lead over Donald Trump has been cut significantly over the past few days – perhaps it has something to do with a bold visit made by the
Republican candidate to Mexico this week. Trump’s protectionist policies have garnered real support among Americans, but not to the level that he will
be triumphant it seems. The market appears to have already priced in a landslide victory for Clinton, and investors like landslide victories.
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UK: MANUFACTURING SHRUGS OFF BREXIT EFFECT

Manufacturing PMI, the main indicator of manufacturing businesses health, scored
a 10-month high in August in latest readings. Whether or not the predicted Brexit
recession was a coax, the recovery in confidence has come rather quickly – up from
48.3 points in July to 53.3 in August. As the latest report from market research company GfK
reads, consumer confidence has also posted a clear recovery in the past month – from the
post-Brexit slump of minus 12 points to minus 7 in August, it does remain however well below
the annual average of minus 1.
Meanwhile, the weaker pound may have triggered a rapid increase in prices as the latest
inflation expectations climbed to their highest two-year level of 0.6 per cent in July. Official
figures attributed the rise to the rebound in fuel prices in August, rather than the currency
devaluation. Even though the inflation reading is far below the BoE target of 2 per cent for now,
the long term trend may persist and force the Bank to act accordingly in future as was evident
in this week’s rise in UK Government Gilts yields.

EUROZONE: GROWTH IN THE SOUTH DIVERGES

Some optimistic news came from Southern Europe as second quarter growth results
were released this week. Portugal delivered better than expected figures for the
second time this year, expanding at 0.3 per cent in the three months to June, a slight
improvement from the stagnant 0.2 per cent growth seen in the previous two quarters. The
news sparked hopes that Lisbon will meet EU fiscal rules this year, as it aims to keep the deficit
below the 3 per cent of GDP threshold. Forecasts are premature though as Portugal is still
rated junk status by all of the major credit rating agencies.
Second quarter data has not been so positive for Italy, which just released revised results on
growth. The economy has ground to a halt, exhibiting almost zero growth for the period, a sharp
fall from the 0.3 per cent in the first three months of the year. This raises the stakes against
prime minister Matteo Renzi, who has campaigned for the referendum on key constitutional
reform to be held next month.

MIDDLE EAST: SAUDI RESTRUCTURING PLANS RECIEVE A BOOST

International investors have shown considerable interest in Saudi Arabia as the
Kingdom prepares for its first international debt sale, of $15bn in sovereign bonds next
month. The sale is part of a move towards a greater diversification of the economy,
which is expected to centre around Saudi state-owned Aramco, the big oil producer. Meanwhile,
Japan’s three biggest banks have sought to affirm their positions with the Saudi government
this week by offering extended lending agreements and access to their financial technology.
The restructuring programme outlined by the government includes cuts to public spending of
around $60bn, which will slow the Kingdom’s economy to a 0.9 per cent growth rate in 2016, a
fall from 3.5 per cent last year says rating agency Fitch. Prospects are better over the long term
though, as growth is expected to pick up to 1.1 per cent in 2017 and 1.6 per cent in 2018. Yet,
Fitch has rated Saudi Arabian government debt at AA- with a negative outlook, owing to regional
risks and the pressure of low oil prices on the country’s balance sheet.
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